The Cipher (A Crosspointe Novel Book 1)

An original world, real people, and
high-stakes intrigue and adventure. Great
fun.--New York Times Bestselling Author
Patricia BriggsIn Crosspointe, surrounded
by a dangerous sea, wild majick surges
with the tides as do the fortunes of the
royal family.As a minor member of the
royal family, Lucy Trentons ability to
sense majick is one of her most dangerous
secrets. But only one.A blackmailer knows
the other.Suddenly, Lucy is caught in a
treasonous plot to destroy the crown, and
shes trapped in the tentacles of a desperate,
destructive majick. Her only hope is ship
captain Marten Thorpe, who--by every
account--cannot be trusted. With time
running out, Lucy must find a way to win a
dangerous game or lose everything she
holds dear.
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